The evaluation of quality assurance: developing and testing practical methods for managers
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Abstract

Objective of the study. To develop an approach for evaluating quality assurance (QA) activities and programs in health care settings and to test different evaluation methods.

Design. This was not a formal scientific study, but rather a research and development (R&D) study, which followed the following steps: (1) reviewing the literature; (2) clarifying critical issues for all key aspects of QA activities; (3) drafting a guide to provide a flexible vehicle for different approaches; (4) testing and adapting the guide as it evolved in three countries; and (5) testing two evaluation tools (self-assessment and appreciative evaluation) in Chile.

Setting and study participants. The evaluation guide was tested by evaluating QA structures, activities, and programs at the country, regional, and facility levels in Zambia, Niger, and Chile.

Results. The study resulted in an evaluation guide, which includes an implementation outline, an evaluation matrix, and an appendix of evaluation tools and methods. The guide helps evaluators: agree on a proposed evaluation’s scope and design; develop an evaluation methods plan; and address QA history, advocacy, culture, and structure, as well as QA activities and accomplishments. Specific results of the country evaluations in Zambia, Niger, and Chile are presented in separate articles in this supplement.

Conclusion. The QA programs in which the evaluation guide was tested differed in many ways, such as health system structure, decision to focus on particular services, political level implementing QA, policy environment, leadership, and program evolution. The implementation guide presents an outline of the key implementation steps for an evaluation, and includes checklists and model forms (e.g. sample agenda for a team planning meeting, sample list of questions to focus the evaluation). The evaluation matrix presents indicators by QA component and key question, and it enables evaluators to build an approach and select methods. The appendix describes the various tools and methods presented in the first two sections of the evaluation guide.
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The United States Agency for International Development (USAID)-funded Quality Assurance Project II (QAP) required an approach and testing methods to evaluate QA activities and programs. As the work of designing evaluation methods was underway, USAID missions asked QAP to evaluate selected QA programs. This provided the opportunity to review different approaches interactively with field visits, to build an evaluation guide, and to field-test various methods. QAP evaluators teamed up with outside experts to conduct three evaluations, in Zambia, Niger and Chile (each is presented in separate articles in this supplement), QAP technical staff engaged in probing discussions about the ‘core QA approach’ versus ‘field adaptations’, and the implications of this for how to evaluate activities and programs. Rather than develop one approach for evaluating QA, the team developed an evaluation guide that would allow...
evaluators to build an approach appropriate for each country and setting, and select appropriate methods.

**Study objective**

The objective of this research and development (R&D) study was to develop an approach for evaluating QA activities and programs in health care settings, and to test different evaluation methods.

**Methods**

The evolution of this R&D effort included the following steps/ phases:

1. Prior to this study, QAP had developed a QA evaluation matrix based on an input–output model (1977) that provided a starting point.
2. Concurrent with the initiation of this R&D effort, QAP sent an evaluation team to Zambia (1998). The team used a systems guide for organizing its work and presenting evaluation results. This was found to be useful, and the evaluation showed that before any specific methods were tested, a clear list of evaluation questions was needed for each QA activity. Furthermore, the Zambia team recommended that an implementation outline be developed, because success in an evaluation is due as much to sound methodology as it is to well managed client negotiations, team relations, and logistics. Lastly, the Zambia evaluation tested a ‘scoring’ approach to the evaluation, over which the team itself was divided and which was not well received by the client. This raised the questions of whether the R&D study should present standards and thresholds for evaluating QA, or whether a more flexible approach was needed.
3. The 1997 input–output matrix, informed by the Zambia systems model, evolved into a multipage outline organized by QA activity, including key evaluation questions for each activity (1998–99). This was presented and endorsed by QAP staff and the USAID Project Officer (July 1999).
4. The Niger evaluation (early 1999) followed an approach that compared progress against plan. The Niger team suggested that the then current evaluation outline was insufficient. They needed a tool with more guidance (e.g. indicators, samples, methods) that would help them move faster in the field. Also, the Niger team indicated that evaluators needed clarity on what to do prior to the visit. This led to the transformation of the multipage outline into an evaluation matrix, essentially an expansion of the 1997 evaluation matrix.
5. The evaluation matrix was used in the Chile evaluation (1999). Having finally agreed on the first two parts of the guide, the R&D team was ready to test specific evaluation tools. In Chile, two tools were tested: self-assessment and appreciative evaluation.

**Results**

**Overview**

Rather than develop one approach, this R&D study developed a flexible guide that gives evaluators options for crafting an evaluation approach, and methods in ways that accommodate differences between countries, districts, and facilities. Furthermore, the guide enables evaluators to include in their scope both formal QA program activities and other activities that may not be formally labeled as QA or quality improvement, but actually contribute to assuring quality in a health care system. The guide is intended for use by internal or external evaluators of developing country QA programs at any level of the health system (e.g. national, regional). It is not intended for assessing the quality of health care or as a substitute for accreditation. It has three components:

**Part one**

The Quality Assurance Implementation Outline leads managers and evaluators step-by-step through the key issues and decisions that must be made in planning and conducting an evaluation. It also provides checklists and highlights decision steps to help evaluators develop their own methods and implementation plans.

**Part two**

The Quality Assurance Evaluation Matrix is a 30-page table organized by QA activity with a menu of key questions and issues; it also suggests key indicators to measure, data sources, and a data collection schedule.

**Part three**

Evaluation Tools and Methods is a compendium of suggested evaluation tools, the most appropriate use for each, and instructions for how to apply them.

- Part one (implementation outline) explains the matrix and offers step-by-step basic guidance for implementing an evaluation. Part two (matrix) was developed as a menu of questions and indicators to help plan and focus the evaluation.
- Part three (tools) was developed as a reference describing the tools and methods discussed in the first two parts. These components grew from a recognition that this product had to serve several objectives: (1) to develop an understanding of the nature and salient features of QA activities and programs to focus the evaluation; (2) to raise practical issues related to managing an evaluation to ensure its success; and (3) to clarify and illustrate how to apply the methods and tools.

**Challenges**

Two challenges emerged at the outset: (1) how to categorize and evaluate different QA organizational structures; and (2) how to ensure consistency in evaluating QA programs, possibly by ‘grading’ or otherwise measuring the performance of any given QA program.
1. Categorizing and evaluating QA structures

Two opposite positions were considered: (1) that QA organizational structure is critical and its absence should be identified as a gap; and (2) that QA organizational structure is only one element and not necessarily of primary importance. Ultimately, the issue was reframed: rather than evaluating organizational structure itself, we concluded that understanding the history and evolution of the program, as well as its current structure, was important in framing the rest of the evaluation. Consequently, we developed a QA program map that would provide historical milestones, and capture and document various dimensions of QA activities and programs: emphasis on QA activities (e.g. training, standards, QA improvement), selection of services where QA activities are focused (e.g. tuberculosis, acute respiratory infection), level where QA activities are implemented (national, district, local, facility), and locus of decision making, leadership, culture and so forth.

2. Ensuring consistency between evaluations

As might be expected, it was not possible to agree on the ‘right way’ to approach and implement QA, making it even harder to develop a quantitative evaluation system. Firstly, countries vary widely in every aspect: existing health care system, resources, advocacy, training, infrastructure, policy environment, and QA program evolution, structure, and focus. Secondly, who had the ‘authority’ to define the ‘right’ way? Finally, we had concerns about who would be served by an evaluation that ‘grades’ QA activities and what effect such grading would have on those implementing QA activities.

We were challenged to develop an evaluation guide that would offer a level of consistency that would make the evaluation results useful for improving QA activity or program performance. Consistency was difficult, partly due to evaluators’ different preconceptions and also due to differences in evaluation objectives, which also influenced choices about evaluation plans and methods. Consequently, the Zambia, Niger, and Chile evaluations differed in part because of the team composition and different client needs. These differences are described as follows:

The Zambia evaluation

This applied a scoring approach, reflecting the preference of one team member. Evaluators believed that they were required to provide feedback on the program that would be based on an independent standard of performance justified by expert opinion.

The Niger evaluation

This followed a goal-oriented approach: the QA program was measured against its QA plan.

The Chile evaluation

This used a discovery approach. Evaluators sought to document lessons from the implementation of QA, looked for strengths in the way different districts had implemented QA, and engaged in dialogue with QA professionals to develop recommendations about the future of QA in the country.

Their method was influenced by appreciative evaluation, a method that was field-tested in that country (method described below).

All three evaluations included a retrospective evaluation with semi-structured interviews and record review [1–3]. However, the evaluators were surprised by how different their preconceptions were in each case and how this influenced both what they sought and found.

Upon reviewing these experiences, there was a compromise:

1. Avoid a formula-derived score for QA activities, because it would require far-reaching assumptions about one ‘right way’—when clearly there were many—and also because it proved to be demoralizing for QA program participants, and
2. Provide guidance for developing an approach and methods, and a menu of key aspects of QA activities, evaluation questions, and corresponding indicators to ensure some level of consistency between evaluations.

So, while there is flexibility within the guide, a clear set of key questions is recommended for different types of QA activities. The first two components of the guide were tested in Chile, and evaluators also tested two methods: a self-assessment tool and an appreciative evaluation method (presented below).

The evaluation guide

Part one: quality assurance evaluation implementation outline

This outline simplifies the complex task of managing an evaluation of QA activities and programs. It covers the basics of managing such an evaluation and provides suggested processes, sample forms, and checklists. The guide speaks of key challenges, including:

1. Addressing the needs of multiple customers (clients, stakeholders, and beneficiaries) makes it difficult to focus the evaluation
2. Managing the logistics is difficult and requires efficient collaboration with the hosts, including scheduling the in-country visit to accommodate the maximum possible number of sites, and accessing both staff and records
3. Selection methods must fit the evaluation purpose and also be practical (e.g. sample selection should take travel schedules and costs into consideration)
4. The outline presents the QA program map steps for recording QA structure and the existence and nature of QA activities [these steps are also presented in part two (matrix) in more detail; Appendix 1 presents the QA map steps]

The outline presents each major step in an evaluation, and provides ideas and suggestions. Its topics cover focusing the evaluation, managing a team-planning meeting, selecting a method, sampling, site selection, analyzing and presenting the results, and following up.
Part two: quality assurance evaluation matrix

The matrix presents a menu of key questions for each QA activity, suggested key indicators for each question, and a schedule, source of data, and proposed method to address the question (Table 1 presents a sample of the matrix). The purpose of the matrix is to help evaluators start planning for a specific evaluation. Once QA activities in a particular program are identified, the matrix provides a list of possible evaluation questions for consideration by evaluators, donors, and beneficiaries. As the evaluation questions are developed, the evaluator can tailor the matrix to the specific evaluation.

The matrix is organized by QA activity type. For each activity, the matrix follows a systems view of QA: the suggested questions and indicators aim to evaluate inputs, processes, outputs, and outcomes of QA activities and programs. The evaluators can select those questions that fit the needs of a particular evaluation (scope, relevance, client interest, and resources). The most helpful aspects of the matrix enable evaluators to select evaluation questions and to develop an evaluation plan; it also provides an outline for organizing the evaluation report. Improvements to the matrix resulting from the Chile tests involved refining and focusing several important questions related to the leadership of QA programs.

Part three: evaluation tools and methods

This section was developed as a reference for evaluators. It might be especially helpful if a program with few resources hires outside experts. It is not intended to replace basic texts, but rather to make the guide a complete reference tool. Methods included are: questionnaire-based interviewing, questionnaire-based self-assessment, record review, direct observation, cost evaluation of QA programs, and appreciative evaluation.

Findings from testing alternative methods

Once the lessons from Zambia and Niger were incorporated into the guide, we knew it had sufficient stability to permit research into ways to make it more useful and cost-effective. QAP tested two evaluation tools/approaches in Chile: self-assessment and appreciative evaluation.

Self-assessment was selected for testing because of two positive aspects: low cost and potentially positive effect on performance. Its reported shortfall is its tendency to render results with a positive bias. Appreciative evaluation was selected because of its potential to generate rich qualitative data, and its reported effects of increasing commitment to success and empowering those being evaluated.

In advance of the tests, QAP developed an evaluation instrument to assess these two tools against four dimensions: accuracy, validity, practicality, and effect on a client’s ability to improve performance. Feedback was solicited from participants and evaluators immediately after the intervention.

Each method was tested in two of the 12 sites visited in Chile. Testing these methods was limited to the quality improvement activity only. The tests were not rigorous because of resource limitations, so results from the testing are impressions of participants, donors, and evaluators, rather than scientific conclusions. As more evaluation tools are tested, new approaches can be documented to make the guide more complete. The testing methods and the results are summarized below.

Self-assessment

Description

Individual QA program participants answered questions in writing on a self-assessment form, with no prior consultation with each other or the evaluation team. Individuals rather than teams assessed their own performance.

Method

In advance of the evaluation visit, forms were distributed to test participants in two sites. Participants were asked to fill out both the form and an evaluation of the form. During the site visits to the two test sites, the evaluation team reviewed the results of the self-assessments and held a follow-up discussion with participants to discuss the accuracy and completeness of the data.

Results

Participants and evaluators alike felt that self-assessment was a useful method for soliciting information on certain types of questions—those where the participants had first-hand knowledge. For example, self-assessment findings in knowledge of QA, QA training, and performance after training were confirmed through the results of the group interviews. Evaluators concluded that self-assessment was not appropriate, however, for questions that required a wider knowledge of QA activities, such as their costs. Finally, participants recommended expanding the self-assessment form to enable them to provide their recommendations regarding the future of the QA program.

Appreciative evaluation

Description

This evaluation method contains a design ‘bias’ for seeking ‘exceptional experiences’ in an organization or system. Participants engaged in discussions that sought to identify the root causes of success in QA program implementation. This process required participants to interview each other based on a protocol, to report on each other’s stories and recommendations, and to analyze the resulting data together. This method merges data collection and analysis by asking those who produce the data to participate in analyzing it and drawing implications from it.

Method

Background and instructions on the method were translated into Spanish and provided to the QA Director in Chile. She facilitated two appreciative evaluation sessions in two sites. In each case, a group of participants was asked to take part in the appreciative evaluation session, which lasted almost 3 hours. After the session, they were asked for feedback on that session, compared with more traditional group interviews.
Table 1  Quality assurance evaluation matrix (sample)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation question</th>
<th>When</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management and supervision of QA</td>
<td>Pre-visit</td>
<td>QA plan of QA manager</td>
<td>Document review or interview</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the role of managers and supervisors in QA at every level of the health</td>
<td>in-country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit in QA program?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit in supervision?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do supervisors have the competencies required to do QA supervision?</td>
<td>Pre-visit</td>
<td>% supervisors with required competencies</td>
<td>Record review; comparison of educational and training levels, and scope with required skill base</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational and training levels of supervisors?</td>
<td>in-country</td>
<td></td>
<td>Knowledge and skill testing through interviews or questionnaire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>competency evaluation?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often do they visit providers (for each level of the supervision system)?</td>
<td>Pre-visit</td>
<td>No. of visits per year (per facility)</td>
<td>Record review</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in-country</td>
<td></td>
<td>Group interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are they reviewing and supporting QA efforts, and if so, how?</td>
<td>In-country</td>
<td>% supervisors checking on or participating in QA activities</td>
<td>Interviews with supervisors and providers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do supervisors monitor compliance with standards?</td>
<td>In-country</td>
<td>% supervisory visits when compliance was checked</td>
<td>Group interviews with supervisors OR self-assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do supervisors coach teams?</td>
<td>In-country</td>
<td>% of supervisors who describe coaching activities</td>
<td>Tabulation of frequency of supervision visits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>% of supervisors who report being coached</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do supervisors motivate teams?</td>
<td>In-country</td>
<td>% of supervisees who report that a supervisor contributed to their</td>
<td>Individual or group interviews with supervisors OR self-assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>motivation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-visit' refers to work done by evaluators before visiting the country where the QA program is located; 'in-country' refers to the work done in that country.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The facilitator of the session and the evaluation team then provided their feedback to the R&D team. The results from these two sites were compared with results from the other eight sites where traditional group interviews were conducted instead.

Results
Both teams who participated were enthusiastic about using the appreciative evaluation methods. The results were similar to those of traditional group interviews in the other sites: everything discovered in a traditional group interview also came up in this session. The assumption that this would be a more empowering method was not validated, partly because the participants were already confident and enthusiastic (as compared with, for example, the Zambia program implementers who had been through a challenging re-organization and funding cuts). Appreciative evaluation has since been implemented in two evaluations with positive results. Information on appreciative evaluation will be presented in a panel discussion and a workshop at the American Evaluators’ Association Annual Conference in November 2002.

Discussion

Overall
The greatest challenges in this R&D study were caused by the complexity of QA programs and the wide variation of country approaches. It was difficult to develop one consistent approach that would be applicable and useful in every situation. Evaluators of the three country QA programs agreed that the resulting menu of questions in the matrix was helpful and practical. Some QA staff, however, would have preferred a more clearly defined set of standards and thresholds for each QA activity.

If QAP continues in evaluation R&D, three changes are suggested: (1) explore tools and methods that help QA programs extract lessons learned from their experience; (2) test additional evaluation tools and methods; and (3) review and refine the matrix based on new frontiers explored by QAP (e.g. QA leadership and QA strategies for performance improvement).

Testing alternative methods
Test results for both self-assessment and appreciative evaluation produced positive impressions from participating local QA staff and evaluators about their usefulness. Findings from both methods were comparable to findings from group interviews. This is important for self-assessment, because it is a less expensive way of obtaining data. For appreciative evaluation, it demonstrated that the method did not ‘veil problems’, which is one of its critics’ fears. More rigorous testing would be needed to understand the effects of these methods more accurately. They are both promising for different reasons: self-assessment is low cost, and appreciative evaluation can create better linkages between evaluation, findings, and purposeful action (even though this was not demonstrated in the Chile evaluation).

Conclusions

(1) Countries and programs differ significantly in the QA activities they emphasize, how their programs evolved, and the context in which QA is implemented. The QA evaluation guide recognizes and respects these differences, and offers a mapping tool and a menu of questions and indicators to facilitate the development of an evaluation method plan. Evaluators can adapt the indicators to meet their needs.

(2) The evaluation guide follows a systems model and presents key questions and indicators for each QA activity. The guide follows the QA methodology that was developed and refined during QAP II (1997–2002).

(3) Management and logistics are significant factors in the success of evaluations, especially those that are coordinated overseas. The evaluation guide provides guidance and ideas for how to plan and manage an evaluation more efficiently and effectively.

(4) Self-assessment is a low-cost alternative for collecting some of the data in advance of the evaluation visit. Appreciative evaluation is an approach to concurrent data collection and analysis for engaging participants more fully in the evaluation. As more approaches are tested, they can be added to the tools and methods appendix.
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Appendix 1: mapping the existing QA system

Understanding and documenting where, how, and by whom QA is being implemented in a country is an important and
challenging task. QA activities and programs are complex and extensive; there is also wide variation among countries in the activities and roll-out of QA. Completing the documentation task or mapping of the QA system is the critical first step of the evaluation. To be successful at focusing the evaluation and interpreting results, one must first understand what is going on in QA, how it evolved, and the context in which it is operating. In mapping the QA system, the evaluator not only has to describe the system, but also has to analyze the significance and implications of the layout of the QA map. Here is a list of steps to follow:

1. Develop a comprehensive organizational chart of the health system showing all levels—central, provincial, and local—and identifying where QA occurs.

2. Identify where leadership for QA is located within that system (if it is) and how the other parts of the system interact with it: reporting relationships; formal and informal collaboration at the central level; links with the provincial, district and local levels; links and relationships with non-Ministry of Health (MOH) QA entities; and the informal power structure.

3. Document QA program goals, whether explicitly established in a QA plan or implicitly understood. If there is a QA plan, check and validate its goals to determine whether they are still applicable.

4. Review policies and procedures related to QA, staff assigned to it, the budget for QA services that have embraced QA, and the QA activities targeted by the country (both within the program being evaluated and in independent efforts).

5. Describe context characteristics including: (1) historical evolution of QA activities and programs that led to the current situation; (2) geographical factors (e.g. location, distance, infrastructure, communications) in the areas where QA is being implemented; (3) economic environment (e.g. gross national product and educational demographics); (4) policy environment such as policies about centralized and decentralized health and QA functions, resource allocation, regulations affecting health care, and the trade of health products and pharmaceuticals; and (5) cultural factors that may relate to patient and provider behavior and preferences.

6. The structure and capacity of the health system: address issues of centralization versus decentralization, supervision, training, procurement and logistics, and technology.

7. Organizational culture of the MOH and other key health institutions and their relationship to QA.
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